
Fast 6D Object Pose Estimation from a Monocular Image 
using Hierarchical Pose Trees

1. PCOF (Perspectively Cumulated Orientation Features) 2. HPT (Hierarchical Pose Trees)

1) Clustering similar templates
Some 2D projection images from different view angles are similar.  Those 

similar templates are clustered based solely on their similarity scores.

2) Integration of clustered templates and hierarchization of 
integrated templates (making low-resolution templates)

3) Building 3D pose search tree
A pose search tree is built by iterating the above (clustering -> 

integration -> hierarchization).  In pose estimation, initial pose candidates 
are detected by scanning  the top level of image pyramid and they are 
narrowed down by tracing the tree down to the true pose.

Integration: add orientation 
histograms at each pixel

Hierarchization: add orientation 
histograms of 2x2 neighboring pixels

1) Generating many model images using randomized virtual 
camera positions (x y: ±12 deg, roll: ±7.5 deg, distance: ±40 mm, 
total of 1000 images)

…

2) Making orientation histogram at each pixel and 
thresholding to extract binary-coded orientation and its 
weight
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6D pose estimation of texture-less and shiny objects from a monocular image
Training uses only a 3D CAD of a target object
We propose fast template-based pose estimation algorithm consisting of: 
1. PCOF: a 2D image feature which can cover wider range of 3D pose
2. HPT: tree structured templates for efficient search of 6D object pose

0. Overview

3. Experimental results
Our proposed method (PCOF + HPT) was evaluated and compared with the 

state of the art on our 9 texture-less objects dataset.  Recognition examples 
and recognition rate – FPPI curves are shown (4 from 9 objects).
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Ulrich[1] LINE-2D[2] COF[3] PCOF
(proposed)

Recognition 
rate 0.756 0.600 0.704 0.858

Time (ms)* 1401.0 368.0 1177.3 156.2
* Core i7 3.4GHz (single core)

Averaged recognition rate and processing time (FPPI=0.5)

Ulrich[1] LINE-2D[2] COF[3] PCOF
(proposed)

Score diff.
(FG – BG) 0.082 0.177 0.287 0.323

3) PCOF is robust to appearance changes caused by the 
changes in 3D object pose.

Averaged max score differences between FG and BG (9 obj.)
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